
PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION FOR

INCENTIVES IN LOUTRAKI



It is considered the most ancient bathing resort of Greece. It was known during antiquity under

the name of "Thermai", (Thermia Artemida was the protector God of the therapeutic natural

mineral water) considered to be a therapeutic and tourist town. It was subsequently

distinguished as the metropolitan center of tourist Hellas and of course, as a principal

therapeutic spot. The later history of Loutraki, which was named after its thermal baths

provided at its sources, commenced in 1847, when the official announcement about patients (by

name) therapy by bathing in and drinking its water was made in Italy and the organized

development of the initial settlement arranged round the sources began. Loutraki was

characterized as a spa, in 1925. In 1936, the title as the first centre of stone in the bladder at

the East Mediterranean era, was awarded in Loutraki city.



Club Hotel Casino Loutraki

Athens International Airport

Transportation

How to reach Loutraki 

Athens International Airport is located 100km east of Loutraki and is easily accessible via Attiki Odos, a six-lane motorway within 1 hour and 15 min. 



CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI  
48 Poseidonos str. – 20 300 Loutraki www.clubhotelloutraki.gr

At Club Hotel Casino Loutraki, a whole world of leisure, entertainment and relaxation awaits you within easy reach of Athens. Luxury, style,

unrivalled quality of service and countless options for any time of day and every preference, make it an ideal destination for an idyllic escape

from your daily routine.

Club Hotel Casino Loutraki overlooks the largest and most beautiful beach in Loutraki, the coastal spa town known since antiquity for its mineral

springs. This natural water, with its rejuvenating qualities, is a feature that has been incorporated throughout the complex.

Designed by the renowned architect Alexandros Tombazis, it offers a distinctive architectural view that is both modern and in perfect harmony

with the natural environment. A feeling of luxury and elegance pervades the interior spaces, with furniture and objects that bear the hallmark of

top designers such as Le Corbusier and Philippe Starck.

The 5-star hotel, member of the Great Hotels Of The World, features 255 rooms, as well as 20 luxurious suites with views of the sea, the gardens

or the pools, easily accessed via an interior glass elevator. Unique comfort, atmospheric decor, marble bathrooms and luxury amenities make your

stay an unforgettable one.

Restaurants and bars with distinctive character and fine cuisine, a complete Wellness Centre, a continuous programme of events, as well as the

largest casino in Greece make for an atmosphere of absolute entertainment.

For its quality, innovation and the high standard of hospitality it offers its customers, Club Hotel Loutraki became the first Greek company to

receive the Carl Fabergé prize, one of the most significant international awards in the tourism industry.



Accommodation

Escape from the stress and fatigue of everyday routine and treat yourself to the care that

you deserve…

At Club Hotel Casino Loutraki you will discover a unique oasis of harmony and

rejuvenation for your body and mind. In our high-standard facilities, you can enjoy a full

set of quality services, especially designed to offer you the perfect feeling of wellness

and relaxation.

Deluxe Sea View

Double Luxurious Room with spectacular view of the Corinthian Gulf. Airconditioned and

equipped with Satelite & interactive TV, Pay TV, free Wi-Fi, Mini Bar, Hairdryer, Safe

deposit box, Jacuzzi & shower,Luxury amenities, Balcony.

Executive Mountain View

Double room with excellent view of the Geranium Mountains. Airconditioned, Satellite &

interactive TV, Pay TV, free Wi-Fi, mini bar, Safety deposit box, hairdryer, Luxury

amenities, Hypoallergic pillows.

CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI

Deluxe Sea View Room Executive Mountain View Room



Wellness & Fitness Centre

Escape from the stress and fatigue of everyday routine and

treat yourself to the care that you deserve…

At Club Hotel Casino Loutraki you will discover a unique

oasis of harmony and rejuvenation for your body and mind.

In our high-standard facilities, you can enjoy a full set of

quality services, especially designed to offer you the perfect

feeling of wellness and relaxation.

Dining & Bars

CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI

Restaurants and bars serving a

wealth of fine cuisine; a Wellness

and Fitness Centre (free of charge

for the Hotel residents) and the

largest resort Casino in Europe

mean that there is always

something entertaining to be

found.

The Sushiro Sushi Bar, the

Oceanos formal dining restaurant,

the Deep Blue Greek and

Mediterranean restaurant and the

Aquarius Italian restaurant are

renowned for their delicious

dishes, while there is a number of

bars serving everything from

chilled beers to exotic cocktails.



The Multi Purpose Conference Centre is of the

highest standard, with multipurpose capabilities

and comprehensive facilities to host every kind of

professional, artistic, sporting or social event.

The flexible and stylish conference rooms, with

ultramodern facilities and advanced services,

guarantee flawless conferences, exhibitions,

professional meetings, galas, symposiums or

social events.

Meetings & Events

At Club Hotel Casino Loutraki we make sure that every

moment of your stay becomes an enjoyable and

relaxing experience.

Services

CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI

Wi-Fi internet access is offered complimentary in all 

rooms and public areas.  

The LOUTRAKI PIRATES CLUB, an actual pirate ship

concept, offering our young friends a spirit of

adventure combined with the latest electronic

gadgetry.

Our organised BEACH with umbrellas and sunbeds as

well as WATER-SPORTS during the summer months

will offer you more enjoyment.

Our SHOPPING ARCHADE which offers affordable

luxury, with stylish and high quality jewellery and

accessories as well as boutiques with men’s and

women’s fashion and accessories and hair dressers

saloon.



Room name Dimension m2

Ceiling 

Height Theatre

Classroo

m
U-Shape Cabaret Boardroo

m Banquet Cocktail

CONVENTION /                                  

MULTIPURPOSE HALL                                                            

Rooms 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 900 2.50 - 4.30m 900 450 -- 275 --
550 1000

GERANIUM 7.50m X 13.85m 104 4.30m 80 50 35 35 40 70 150

ROSA 12.60m X 21.50m 271 5.30m 220 110 60 100 75 200 380

TULIP 13m X 21.60m 281 5.30m 260 120 60 110 75 220 400

JASMINE 16.50m X 8.25m 136 4.30m 100 60 35 40 40 80 160

LILIUM 16m X 6.80m 109 2.50m 80 50 20 35 -- 70 130

CARNATION I 4m X 6,50m 26 2 m 20 16 16 -- 16 -- 20

CARNATION II 4m X 7,50m 26 2 m 25 20 20 -- 20 -- 25

OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL 550 900

INDOOR SWIMMING POOL 100 150

OCEANOS RESTAURANT 120 200

OCEANOS TERRACE 80 120

DEEP BLUE RESTAURANT 120 350

DEEP BLUE DECK 200 380

AQUARIUS RESTAURANT 80

VIP CLUB FLOOR LOUNGE 130 180

MULTIPURPOSE CONFERENCE CENTRE



Floor plan

CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI



Casino

CLUB HOTEL CASINO LOUTRAKI

Casino Loutraki is one of the most reputed and distinguished gaming halls throughout Europe, featuring inside its premises 87 gaming tables, 1.000

ultra-modern slot machines and a VIP room. Furthermore, the private and luxurious VVIP hall “THOLOS” has been created recently to meet the needs

both of Greek and international jet setters. The sophisticated style of Club Hotel Casino Loutraki combined with the impeccable quality of services

and the numerous entertainment options proclaimed it a cornerstone for visitors and players that seek unique and prestigious experiences. Enjoy

your drink and wander amongst the 87 tables of: American Roulette, Texas Hold’em Poker, Black Jack, Stud Poker and Punto Banco or the 1,000

fascinating Slot Machines and let yourself enjoy this unique experience.

The Casino is open every day, 24 hours a day.



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

DAY 1

 Arrival to the International Airport of Athens and transfer by coach to CLUB HOTEL 

CASINO LOUTRAKI. 

 Welcome drink at the Hotel and dinner in the Hotel Restaurant.



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

DAY 2

 In the morning, guided coach tour to Argolis region with visit to the Ancient theatre of 

Epidaurus, the archaeological site of Mycenae and then, drive to the picturesque 

coastal town of Nafplion (the first capital of Greece) with distinctive neoclassical 

architecture.  In Nafplion, we can stop for a coffee or lunch.

 In the late afternoon, drive back to Hotel.  

 In the evening, dinner at the Hotel Restaurant.



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

Mycenae, the legendary home of the Atreides, is situated upon a small hill-top on the lower slopes

of Euboea Mountain, between two of its peaks, on the road leading from the Argolic Gulf to the

north (Corinth, Athens, etc.).

The site was inhabited since Neolithic times but reached its peak during the Late Bronze Age,

giving its name to a civilization which spread throughout the Greek world. During that period, the

acropolis was surrounded by massive "cyclopean" walls which were built in three stages except on

its SE flank where a steep ravine provided natural defence.

A palace was built on the summit of the hill while towards the Argolic plain lay the wall - painted

"Cult Centre", the main gate or "Lion Gate" and "Grave Circle A" which contained the treasures now

displayed at the National Archaeological Museum of Athens. On the NE side, a tunnel leading to a

subterranean fountain was built in "cyclopean" masonry in around 1225 B.C.

More tombs, "Grave Circle B", and large tholoi as well as houses were discovered outside the walls.

Mycenae was occupied without interruption until 468 B.C. when it was conquered by the city of

Argos and its population banished.

We will afterwards drive towards Epidaurus and visit the Ancient theatre, world famous for its

outstanding acoustics.

Our last visit will be at the former capital of Greece, Nafplion. A coastal neoclassical town full of

history.

TOUR TO ARGOLIS



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

DAY 3

 In the morning, coach transfer to isthmia port (15 min. drive) and embarkation onboard 

the vessel for the canal crossing.  Crossing of the Corinth canal is unique experience.

 In the afternoon, drive back to Hotel for lunch.  

 In the evening, dinner at a local fish tavern within walking distance from the Hotel.



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

CORINTH CANAL CROSSING

The canal was mooted in classical times and an abortive effort was made to build it in the 1st century AD. Construction finally got underway in

1881 but was hampered by geological and financial problems that bankrupted the original builders. It was completed in 1893, but due to the canal's

narrowness, navigational problems and periodic closures to repair landslips from its steep walls, it failed to attract the level of traffic anticipated

by its operators. It is now used mainly for tourist traffic.

The Corinth Canal is a canal that connects

the Gulf of Corinth with the Saronic Gulf in

the Aegean Sea. It cuts through the narrow

Isthmus of Corinth and separates the

Peloponnesian peninsula from the

mainland, thus effectively making the

former an island. The builders dug the

canal through the Isthmus at sea level; no

locks are employed. It is 6.4 kilometres

(4.0 mi) in length and only 21.3 metres

(70 ft) wide at its base, making it

unpassable for most modern ships. It now

has little economic importance.



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

ICHTHYOESSA FISH TAVERN

On the coastal road of Loutraki , in in a unique setting overlooking the magical colors of the Corinthian bay, lies the famous Greek Fish and 

Seafood Tavern «Ichthyoessa.“

Attention to detail, aesthetics and good taste have put their own stamp, you will feel from the very first time, that everything is based on "Eat 

well, enjoy the view and have a good time“.

Elements unique and original, the boat bar that dominates the center of the restaurant, the strong sea breeze and the traditional style decoration 

in combination with the delicious dishes such as the mouthwatering salad "Ichthyoessa" stuffed peppers, mussel pilaf, octopus Kalymnos and the 

fresh fish will fully justify your choice. 



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

DAY 4

 Depending on flight selection, in case of morning departure, transfer to the Airport;  in 

case of late afternoon guided tour of Athens and then transfer to the Airport after 

lunch.

 The tour of Athens includes visit to the Acropolis and the new Acropolis museum 

followed by a walking tour to the old quarters of Athens (Plaka area) and lunch in a 

typical Greek tavern ‘The old fisherman’s tavern’ 



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

Athens is always in fashion! See Athens through the ages!!! In the beginning of your most enlightening tour you will have a short pause for photos at the

Panathinaikon Stadium, where the first modern Olympic Games were held (1896) and then pass by the President’s Palace guarded by the Evzones.

Continue to the city’s centre, Syntagma square and see the House of the Parliament and the monument of the Unknown Soldier in the most illustrious

square of Athens.
The University avenue that follows is full of Neoclassical palaces and buildings; the fine house of Heinrich

Schliemann, the impressive National Academy, the conservative State University of Athens and the very rich

and symmetrical National Library. The Omonia Square is the city’s other great sq., literally its pulse, with a

combination of modern and neoclassical architecture. The closer you come to the Acropolis, the more the

ancient monuments become: the fine temple of Zeus with its Corinthian pillars and the Arch of the Emperor

Hadrian.

Mastering all of the above, we will visit the imposing Acropolis. The marble monuments and temples built in

the classical times remind us that the Acropolis is more than the living history of Greece: it is the western

world’s prototype of aesthetic. You will realize that this scenery is an experience not to be missed…

A new museum has been constructed to exhibit the unique finds and architectural sculptures of the Acropolis of Athens. Within walking distance from

the historic monuments, the Museum is situated at the beginning of the 4 kilometer pedestrian walk of archaeological Athens and just above the

Acropolis Station of the Athens Metro.
For the first time in modern history all the significant finds from the

Acropolis will be consolidated in the new Museum. From prehistory through

to the highpoint of the Classical Period and the Parthenon, to artifacts

created during the Roman Period and late Antiquity - the Museum will tell

the complete story of human life on the Athenian Acropolis. The extensive

remains of the ancient city revealed on the Museum site by pre-construction

archaeological excavations will also grace the Museum exhibition program.

PANORAMIC TOUR OF ATHENS WITH VISIT OF THE ACROPOLIS & THE NEW ACROPOLIS MUSEUM!



PROGRAM PROPOSAL

Plaka's oldest restaurant continues to receive connoisseurs of the finest that Greek traditional cuisine has to offer. The emphasis here is on top 

quality in the realms of taste and service. 

For more than two decades, The Fisherman's Tavern, has been living proof that the Plaka has much more to offer than the usual tourist traps. This

traditional tavern is the preferred choice of distinguished personalities of the political world, business circuit and art scene. The Fisherman's

Tavern attracts guests of all ages looking for the best in authentic Greek cuisine. Regardless of the name, the selection available is not limited to

fish but includes a broad range of traditional Greek dishes.

The Fisherman's Tavern is housed in two old mansions, one across from the other. The sidewalk in between serves as our outdoor dining area in the

summer. During the warmer months, the tavern's veranda is a true oasis in the center of the city.

PANORAMIC TOUR OF ATHENS WITH VISIT OF THE ACROPOLIS & THE NEW ACROPOLIS MUSEUM!



END OF PROPOSAL


